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HELCOM Ministerial Declaration 2018

26. WE ENCOURAGE, as a second step, undertaking research on the potential of 
measures to manage internal nutrient reserves that have accumulated in the 
sediments due to anthropogenic activities in the last decades; 

WE EMPHASIZE that the risks to ecosystem and human health stemming from 
measures to manage internal nutrient reserves, as well as the long-term sustainability 
of their effects, need to be considered and thoroughly evaluated; 

WE ALSO ENCOURAGE in parallel developing and applying a risk assessment 
framework in HELCOM to meet the necessary environmental requirements for 
measures planned for the open sea and any other measures having potentially 
significant transboundary effects; 

WE ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE the need to elaborate in line with the Helsinki Convention 
commonly agreed regional principles as guidance for internal nutrient reserves
management.”



Working hypothesis
• Large-scale technical measures to manage internal nutrient reserves

could have (besides positive effects) wide-spread negative impacts on 
the marine environment of the Baltic Sea

• At this stage only research on such measures should be carried out
• The research should come under a permit regime within HELCOM
• The intention is to enable research and not to prevent it but also to:

− thoroughly evaluate potential negative effects before experiments take
place (assuming that these will be large-scale to be able to investigate
impacts)

− allow for mitigation and contingency planning
− allow for impact and compliance monitoring
− enable consultation mechanisms – consent should be achieved among all 

HELCOM CPs before a research activity can go ahead
• The above will be laid down in regional principles accompanied by an 

assessment framework



The regulation of ocean fertilisation under
the London Protocol

• London Protocol  of 1996, in force since 2006
– Focus: Control of disposal of waste and other matter into the marine 

environment
– General prohibition and reverse list of waste categories to be considered for

dumping
– 50 contracting parties (excluding PL, RU, LT, LV,EE)

• 2013 Amendment of LP “to regulate the placement of matter for ocean 
fertilization and other marine geoengineering activities”

• First legally binding international regulation of marine geoengineering
• Currently only ocean fertilisation regulated (prohibition of „commercial“ 

deployment projects, control of research projects through permission
regime)

• Annex 5 of LP: criteria to assess whether activity is legitimate scientific
research; standards of an „environmental impact assessment“ (assessment
framework) and consultation requirements

• Annex 6 of LP„assessment framework for scientific research involving ocean
fertilisation“ (see document 7-6 Annex 1)

• Amendment was so far ratified by UK, NL and FI



Why do we see parallels to the regulation
of ocean fertilisation under LP?

• Measures to manage internal nutrient reserves in the Baltic 
Sea are marine geoengineering

Annex 4 LP: “Marine geoengineering" means a deliberate 
intervention in the marine environment to manipulate natural 
processes, including to counteract anthropogenic climate 
change and/or its impacts, and that has the potential to result 
in deleterious effects, especially where those effects may be 
widespread, long lasting or severe.”
• In fact LP could apply to measures to manage internal 

nutrient reserves if they are listed in Annex 4 but regulation 
under HELCOM is faster to achieve, can cater for regional 
needs and can include also measures that do not involve 
dumping or placement of matter into the marine 
environment 



What do we propose?

• To use the regulation of ocean fertilisation under LP as
a blueprint for establising regional principles and a risk
assessment framework under HELCOM

• Could take the format of a new Annex to the Helsinki 
Convention (according to Article 28 of the Convention) 
or there could be a new HELCOM recommendation 
(according to Article 20 of the Helsinki Convention)

• Regional principles: commit to only do research at this 
stage and to foresee a permit regime, to apply the risk 
assessment framework, to seek regional consent

• Risk assessment framework:  follow the elements of 
the assessment framework for ocean fertilisation



Elements of the assessment framework for
ocean fertilization

Initial assessment
Determines whether an activity falls within the definition and has proper scientific
attributes to be considered in this framework

Problem formulation Site selection and
description

Exposure assessment Effects assessment

Risk managementRisk characterisation
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Decision Making
Determination that proposed activity is legitimate scientific research and is not 
contray to the aims of LP; accept or reject activity

Results of monitoring
Report on impacts of the activity; informs future decision making and can improve
future assessments



How to move foreward?
• Discuss whether to establish a dedicated ad hoc expert 

group under PRESSURE to draft the regional principles and
the assessment framework

• Discuss whether the German proposal goes into the right
direction

• Which measures to include and what could be an 
appropriate format?

• What is the role of scale?
• What to do with activities in coastal areas – according to

MM 2018 only if they have significant transboundary
impacts (but how to assess this?)

• Discuss timelines – Finnish proposal to aim for adoption in 
2021 seems reasonable
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